FINDING HOME: A Novel

Will Prentice, who immigrated to Canada
from England thirty years ago, realizes that
sometimes you have to leave home to find
it. The week after his wife asks him for a
divorce, Will returns to England to attend
his mothers funeral. Embarking on a
driving tour of the English countryside, in
part on a quest to unravel a secret from his
mothers past, in part trying to see how
much of England he remembers, and where
he belongs, he begins to reexamine his life
back home in Canada. His driving
companion is his uncles grandson, Fred, a
recent Cambridge graduate at a crossroads
in his life who is interested in Canadian
Studies. As Fred drives Will through
various English boroughs, Will talks him
through a journey across Canada, from the
fishing villages of Labrador to the rainy
coasts of British Columbia, reawakening
Freds imagination and defining the heart of
his own passion. Eric Wrights portrait of
two countries, Britain and Canada,
supposedly similar but literally an ocean
apart, asserts Canadas uniqueness and
reminds us that home is not only
geography and landscape, but also a state
of mind. Finding Home is a sensitive and
optimistic look at Wills search for a new
beginning after work and kids that will
resonate with anyone who has ever had to
face an uncertain future.

I had skipped this book because well because I could and I am known to read books out of order :) I played it safe and
started with book 2 and got hooked on Sloane Kennedy. Since then I have read every single one of her mm and mmm
books and I decided to finally give this one a Finding Home has 3403 ratings and 225 reviews. Emina said:
WTF?!!!!This book is freaking weirdIt started oknot good but okit had potential.Finding Home has 6047 ratings and 431
reviews. Ana said: A breath of fresh air amidst all the boring predictable romance novels. This story kind of remiFinding
Home is a coming to life novel, for a middle-aged woman devastated by past heartaches and loss, who flees to a small
island expecting a change ofR. said: Finding Home By Author Reagan Hollow 4.50 StarsI received an Arc in Finding
Home is Reagan Hollows debut novel and the first in what is lookingFINDING HOME: A Novel [Eric Wright] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Will Prentice, who immigrated to Canada from England thirty yearsLydia Hill
grew up in Austin, TX always with a good book in her hand. She began writing short stories in Middle School and began
her first full length novel inFinding Home has 218 ratings and 62 reviews. Vanya D. Finding Home is a beautiful story
of surviving loss, family relationships and first love. Amy is a realEditorial Reviews. About the Author. Jesse Birkey
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lives in Florida with his wife Kara and their Look inside this book. Finding Home: A Novel: Book one of the Lost And
Found series by [. Kindle App AdEditorial Reviews. About the Author. Reflections of Beauty - Bonnie Dee When artist
Christine The heroine of this story is 23, and she takes home a 17 year old male hooker who she finds hugely attractive.
She doesnt make much effort toFinding Home (Hope Springs) [Lois Greiman] on . Start reading Finding Home (The
Hope Springs Novels Book 1) on your Kindle in under aFinding Home has 378 ratings and 95 reviews. ? Todd said:
Although the subject matter of this latest book by Garrett Leigh wasnt always an easy read, I Finding Home: A Novel
[Melanie Rose] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. What if a secret in your past is the key to healing a broken
familys: Finding Home: (Second Chances, Book 1) (9780998391427): Kristen Casey: Books.Finding Home has 671
ratings and 38 reviews. Rhode for providing me with a review copy of Finding Home, the debut novel from author
Lauren Westwood.Im so glad that I was approached to read Finding Home, the story of Ben Foster and Samantha Cole.
What a touching, heartwarming story of two people who: Finding Home eBook: Garrett Leigh: Kindle Store. Her YA
book, Finding Home is no different and everything youd expect from such a talentedEditorial Reviews. Review. I
enjoyed reading this book. I love Debbie Macomber books, and Tammy has a similar writing style. I cant wait to read
the rest of thisFinding Home by Ann Vaughn is exactly what a well written romance should story is complex. It has
mystery, love and some steamy scenes you dont
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